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Details of Visit:

Author: CheeseYa
Location 2: Edgware
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 7 Feb 2013 7pm
Duration of Visit: 40 minutes
Amount Paid: 160
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07548144121
Phone: 07934123712

The Premises:

Lollita and Paula were doing incalls at a house in Apsley. It was fairly easy to find, being located on
a busy main road. The bathroom was clean and had an electric shower. The bedroom was tidy and
had a low double bed.

The Lady:

Paula and Lollita both looked as good in the flesh as they do in their candid profile photos. Paula is
around 5'5" in height with natural C-cup boobs and Lollita is around 5'3" with enhanced DD boobs,
both appear to be in their mid 20s.

The Story:

I originally planned on paying a visit to Alex (another Polish lady who apparently works with Lollita
and Paula) and made a booking over the phone. However I ended up being delayed by 30mins due
to traffic and (even though I had kept her updated of my progress by text) when I arrived I
discovered that Alex couldn't see me.

Instead I was welcomed by Lollita (whom I recognised by her profile photos) and after a quick
shower I joined her in the bedroom. Whilst she was putting away my payment I heard Lollita talking
to another woman and I asked whether a 3some was possible to which she eagerly replied 'yes'
and she returned a few minutes later with Paula.

Paula wasn't quite so fluent in English so Lollita had to translate much of what I was saying but
despite this they both proved to be effervescent company and enthusiastic kissers, it felt great to be
snogging one of them whilst the other kissed my body or watching them snog each other.

They both went down on me for OWO and it was such a fine sight that I wanted to film it for
posterity but they said that had left their masks at another house so wouldn't allow filming on this
occasion.

When I was ready to climax I asked if CIM was available (as it was listed on both of their 'Enjoys')
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and was slightly disappointed to discover that it wasn't but at least they did a put their heads
together for a duo facial finish. After cleaning up and getting dressed they both lead me to the front
door and gave me a kiss before I left.

An enjoyable 3some with 2 sweet young ladies, worth a visit for punters who desire lots of kissing
but the lack of CIM means that I probably wouldn't see them again.
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